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Occult ritual thread. Final chapter. Atto XIX

"Three hundred men, all of whom know one another, direct the economic destiny of

Europe and choose their successors from among themselves."

Walter Rathenau 1909

Let me introduce the Olympians, also known as the Committee of 300.

The Black practitioners who have been ruling over humanity since the beginning of this current reality. They are the

descendants of the Black aristocracy bloodlines of Venice, Genoa and Rome. Paramount amongst those Black lineages is

the House of Guelph.
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Most of humanity walk in great darkness, not caring or bothering to find out where their country is going firm in the belief that

it will always be there for them.This is the way the largest population group has been conditioned to react by the occult

liturgies of the Grey Temple

You see, the Olympians are hidden in plain sight. You have probably watched them being crowned, sworn in and elected.

You probably voted for some of them. You might be following their social frolics online or marvelling at the latest crass

demonstration of their riches. Maybe.



The 300 have been conducting their black rituals and social, political and financial machinations since the death of Queen

Victoria of the House of Guelph.

What is now known about them is the result of the outstanding investigative research by John Coleman. He exposed them to

the



American public in 1981. In his monograph he drew a parallel between his discoveries and the warning issued by the

Bavarian government when the secret plans of the Illuminati fell into its hands. Many of the predictions made in that 1981

article have since come to pass.



Such as the unknown Felipe Gonzalez becoming prime minister of Spain, and Mitterand being returned to power in France;

the downfall of Giscard D’ Estang and Helmut Schmidt, the return to power of Swedish nobleman and Committee of 300

member Olaf Palme, the nullifying of Reagan’s



presidency and the destruction of American steel, auto and housing industries in terms of the post-industrial zero-growth

order handed down by the Committee of 300. An open conspiracy against God and man, which includes enslaving the

majority of humans left in this reality after



the incarnated thought-forms or tulpas evocated by the Black practitioners are done with them. Of course to the

unconscious, the influence of these spiritual entities manifests itself under the guise of constant war, sickness, moral

decadence and the abhorrent rise of depravity.





The fact is that most of humanity has been following the mendacious and malicious pied pipers created by the Tavistock

Institute into the hypnotic abyss of mollified apathy, their vital energy unwillingly engaged in their own demise. And the

voracious entities keep feeding...





To be continued. Good night. Switch off the TV, lay down your portable scrying mirrors and research, read, talk, but most

importantly regain your sovereignty. We all have a choice to make. May it be the true one.
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